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What is Perfect Pair? 

We match pairs based on shared backgrounds, interests, and
hobbies through an in-depth questionnaire
Each pair meets weekly, giving the assisted living resident
someone who is consistently present to establish a meaningful
connection
We provide all supplies for residents to re-engage in activities
they love in the categories of art, connection, discovery, physical
activity, games, birthdays, and 25+ holidays across cultures and
religions 
Perfect Pair is personalized to each match, supporting customized
activities like Virtual Escape Rooms, Religious Study, Veteran
support and reminiscing, makeup and skincare, and more

Perfect Pair is an innovative 501(c)(3)  nonprofit that individually pairs
seniors in assisted living buildings with college students to cultivate
meaningful connections across generations.  

Why Support
Perfect Pair? 

There is no program in existence
like Perfect Pair, and we are

growing quickly.  In under one
year, Perfect Pair is stationed

across three college campuses
(111,000+ students), over 7

assisted living buildings, has
received both national and local 
 news attention, and we are only

getting started. Our corporate
partners will have access to

marketing opportunities across all
of our reach, as well as impacting
the lives of hundreds of assisted

living residents across the country. 

ABOUT US 

Rosaleen sharing family photos and
memories with her match, Lilly 



MEET SOME PAIRS 

ENID & MELANIE

BERNIE & DANIEL

BETTY & CELENE

Enid and Melanie were paired because they both grew up in
NYC, speak Spanish as their second language, and love

reading and theatre. Enid initially joined the program because
she felt alone, and now calls Melanie “a second

granddaughter.” Melanie gushes about Enid, often talking to
her outside of their scheduled time because she “has too
much to tell her.” Each week, they do a book club, paint

canvases, practice Spanish, and recently began growing basil.
They have found a meaningful relationship with each other

while re-discovering their shared passions together. 

Bernie and Daniel were matched because they both
attended the University of Michigan, love engineering 

 (Bernie was in an engineering club and Daniel is majoring
in biomedical engineering), are involved in activism, and
love TV. Every week, they play trivia together, talk about

current events, and share life updates. After a few months
together, Daniel said, "It means so much to me to be able
to spend time with Bernie, who shares so many interest
with me and who I never would have met outside of this

organization. It's the highlight of my week."   

Betty and Celene started meeting in November of 2020.
They have the same hometown, both have worked in
sales, love watching movies of any genre, and value

kindness.  Their favorite activity to do together is their
murder-mystery book club. Every month, they take turns
surprising each other with a book to read. Their favorite

so far has been "The Silent Patient". Celene has given
Betty someone to read with and talk to every week, and

Celene has gained a new mentor and friend that she
cares for dearly.  



CHAPTERS
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 150+ student volunteers with a
waitlist of 50+, 15+ member leadership team, reach of
50,000+ people on campus 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY reach of 40,000+ students on
campus, 10+ member leadership team
DREXEL UNIVERSITY reach of 25,000+ students on campus

NUMBERS
$10,000+ raised in under 1 year 
7+ ASSISTED LIVING BUILDING PARTNERS including
memory care, assisted living, and independent living
100+ APPAREL PIECES DISTRIBUTED in 2020-2021 with only 1
running chapter, expecting to 3x in 2021-2022
6 NEWS PIECES including Detroit's ABC News, The List
national TV show, M-Live, the Michigan Daily, Michigan News,
and more

SOCIAL MEDIA 
400+ instagram followers
350+ facebook followers
Average of 4+ posts, stories, or reels per week 

OUR REACH 

Betty and Celene reading their favorite murder-mystery "The Silent Patient"
together during their weekly book club 



"THE PERFECT PAIR"
PRESENTING SPONSOR: $10,000+

MODEL MATCH:
$1,000+

FAVORITE FRIEND:
$500+

PARTNERSHIP
LEVELS

Presenting sponsor for the 2021-2022 year (August 2021 to August 2022)
Brand announced on all social media platforms alongside Perfect Pair logo 
Opportunity to have a website page on perfectpair.org
Opportunity to send a representative to attend the Perfect Pair booths at all
community events (University of Michigan, Michigan State, and Drexel)
Branding on Perfect Pair's social media marketing, tables at recruitment events
across all campuses, and all promotional materials (shirts, pens, resident
welcome bags, etc.)
Opportunity to sponsor new chapters opening at universities across the U.S.
All Complete Connection level benefits 

COMPLETE CONNECTION: $5,000+
Branding at 1 recruitment event for each university chapter (University of
Michigan, Michigan State, and Drexel University)
Branding at 1 community event for each university chapter
Opportunity to run 1 ad on Perfect Pair social media
Company logo featured on Perfect Pair t-shirt distributed across all University
and Building partners (University of Michigan, Michigan State University, and
Drexel)
All Model Match level benefits

Company logo featured on
Perfect Pair website
Opportunity to provide
promotional items to all
participants across all chapters
Opportunity to present brand to
the 40+ executive team 
All Favorite Friend level benefits

Company recognition emailed
out to all alumni, volunteers,
building partners, and
community across all chapters
Certificate of recognition and
Perfect Pair sticker 
Logo featured on sponsor
reveal across all social media 


